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Pape Sy might join the Hawks.

Back when the Hawks drafted Pape Sy and brought him to Summer League, assistant GM Dave Pendergraft 

said there was “no chance” the team would buy out Sy’s contract with Le Havre of the top French League. 

Over the weekend Pendergraft upgraded that to a “slight chance” Sy will join the Hawks this fall.

Pendergraft didn’t elaborate on Atlanta’s reasoning for the change of heart. But considering how the Hawks 

praised Sy’s competitiveness and physical tools in camp, I’m assuming they see him as a guy who could 

eventually help as a wing defender. Plus Sy, who has one year left on his French deal, would come cheaply as 

a second-round pick.

Heck, if the Hawks bring in Sy and then add a center prospect it could be the beginnings of a bona fide player 

development program. I think the Utah Flash would be flabbergasted if a Hawks guy showed up.

– It seems Al’s comments about playing power forward caused a frenzy among my blog people. Actually, it 

seems any news that potentially means Marvin goes to the bench gets people excited.

But as far as I can tell Al’s comments reflect what I wrote last week: LD plans to use a “big” rotation that 

includes Twin and also will use Al and Zaza together. It doesn’t mean a change in the starting lineup but rather 

more combinations of bigs and a deeper rotation.

I can’t see how shifting Smoove to small forward would ever be a good move. I know he played the 3 as a 

rookie but when I talked to him about that he didn’t seem too enthusiastic about going back. Why take a guy 

whose forte is defending the paint away from the glass? Wasn’t that one major weakness of the switching D? 

And do you really think Al would be a better power forward than Smoove, or at least so much better that it’s 

worth it to stick Josh out on the perimeter guarding the best athletes in the league? At the very least, don’t you 

want to see how Marvin looks under LD before such a drastic and potentially counterproductive move is 

made?

– Please be patient as we try to eradicate the blog troll . There are some technological things being worked on 

above my pay grade that should help with the self-policing. In the meantime, we will erase messages and ban 
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posters as soon as we can after we are notified. You can help us out by flagging inappropriate comments and 

refraining from feeding the troll.
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